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Abstract.
Radiators, as the primary devices used in space heating, cover a fundamental role in the energy efficient

use of buildings. In the search of an optimal configuration, from both energy consumption and thermal
comfort viewpoints, comparison of different types and emitter size is crucial. However, an ideal heater
with the highest maximum heat emission efficiency that can be used as a baseline still needs to be defined.

This study contributes to the development of the heat emission standard EN 15316-2-1:2007. We
perform an analysis of heat transfer in enclosures with a 21- and 10-type panel radiators, using an ideal
convector as a reference heater. Accounting for room side effects of thermal radiation, we compute the
induced operative temperature both analytically and numerically. The numerical simulations are carried
out for a European reference room specified in the CEN TC130 standardisation committee, introducing a
number of assumptions for defining the benchmark radiator. For instance, back wall losses are neglected
for ideally isolated emitters.

First we find that, contrary to what might be expected, the convector is the worst performing heater. On
the other hand, studying analytically the operative temperature as a function of radiator type and size, we
identify the most performing heater in the 10-type.

Furthermore, our analytical solution highlights a simple predictive method for computing the operative
temperature for any panel size, in complete generality. As an example, we provide a series of analytical
formulas for calculating the operative temperature of the radiators addressed in this study. The results of
this work therefore provide a useful background for a precise and rigorous definition of an ideal radiator.

1. Introduction
Space heating constitutes the primary source of energy consumption in the building sector [1, 2, 3].
Heating can be provided by several different types of emitters, such as panel radiators, convectors,
underfloor, ceiling and air heating. It is generally understood that each type of system can impact the
energy demand very differently [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

In particular, panel radiators are a common solution to heating demands in residential buildings.
Assessment of their performance on both the view points of energy consumption and thermal comfort has
produced a rich literature, mostly concentrated on experimental or numerical methods [9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

Such investigations are necessarily involved, as a large number of factors determine energy
consumption and thermal comfort. These range from heater design to their specific type and location
in the room (e.g. close to a window or slightly detached from a wall) [4, 13, 14, 15]. For example,
laboratory measurements [16] favour low temperature panel radiators instead of conventional heaters
with a higher heating curve. Also, serial and parallel connected radiators provide different results; for
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instance, recent experimental tests found a better performance of serial-connected 11-type and 22-type
[17].

In this paper we address the issue of defining an ideal radiator with the highest maximum heat
emission efficiency, which should then be used as a reference baseline. To our knowledge, such a
benchmark heater is not yet present in the literature [18]. Specifically, we examine the performance
of 10- and 21- type panel radiators with heat output ∼ 134W, in an average enclosure provided by the
Standard CEN TC130. Keeping the heat output constant, we study how different panel sizes affect the
thermal comfort in the room; this is a non-trivial effect, as the surface temperature decreases with size.
This is accomplished by means of the operative temperature top, defined as the uniform temperature of
an enclosure in which an occupant would exchange the same amount of heat by radiation and convection
as in the existing non-uniform environment [19]. Such quantity is here computed directly from the mean
radiant temperature [15, 19, 20] in two ways: numerically, by performing simulations in steady state
with the software IDA ICE [21], and analytically, following the standard ISO 7726 [19].

With these two methods, we obtain operative temperature curves in function of the panel size for both
the 21- and 10-type. Comparison of our top values with the one of an ideal convector (100% convection)
with the same heat output shows that, contrary to what might be expect, the ideal heater cannot be
identified with the convector, which is outclassed by both the 21- and 10-type panel radiators. Rather, we
find the 10-type to be the most performing. This restricts the range of candidates and sets some ground
for future developments.

Additionally, our analytical study introduces a simple, yet general and predictive method for
computing the operative temperature for any panel size and radiator type. For the case at hand, we
list a collection of analytical formulas for calculating top for radiators of 10- or 21- type, with panel size
in the range considered and no back wall losses.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we describe our setup and how IDA ICE and
the analytical method compute the operative temperature, then in Section 3 we provide plots and
performance curves for each radiator, identifying the most performing emitter and describing the
predictive method for top. Our results are finally summarized in Section 4.

2. Method
In this study we consider a room with a single external wall and adiabatic internal walls, floor and ceiling
under steady-state conditions (Table 1). Thermal layer properties and room dimensions are chosen
according to CEN TC130 European Committee specification, namely the U-value of external wall is
0.25 W/m2K. A 21- and 10-type panel radiators with the same heat output∼ 134W are then used in IDA
ICE simulations to offset the heat loss through the external wall.

We consider panel radiators of varying size (figure 2) and type (10 and 21-type radiators) installed in
the middle of the external (cold) wall, at 15cm from the floor. Catalogue values of a well-known panel
radiator manufacturer are used as input values for the characteristic equation in the IDA ICE radiator
model, namely the nominal heat output φn and power law exponent n. A supply temperature of 40°C is
used for both types of the radiator.

The wall portion directly behind the radiator is modelled as an ideal insulator to eliminate back wall
losses. Accordingly, the U -value of the external wall is modified as the size of the radiator changes, so
that the overall UA-value of the wall and according heat loss stay constant.

The software calculates numerically, with the finite difference method, the surface temperatures of
radiator and enclosure walls, together with the operative temperature for a person sitting in the centre
of the room (figure 1). We locate the calculation point at 0.6m above the floor in the room centre (i.e.
at 2m distance from each wall) [19]. The most performing heater configuration will then be the one for
which the operative temperature is maximal, with the same heater nominal output.

The surface temperatures obtained with IDA ICE are then implemented into an analytical computation
of the operative temperature top, which follows the ISO 7726 standard. For a fixed radiator height h, we
obtain an expression for top = top(w) that is a function of the width w, then study its behaviour in the
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Table 1. Boundary conditions for steady-state simulation.
Parameter Value
Indoor air temperature 20 °C
External air temperature -15°C
External relative humidity 85%
Direct normal irradiance 0 W/m2

Diffuse horizontal irradiance 0 W/m2
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Figure 1. Room layout.
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Figure 2. Panel radiator setup on the external
wall.

range considered by the simulations.
The numerical and analytical methods compute the operative temperature differently. IDA ICE

evaluates it as the arithmetic average of air temperature tair and mean radiant temperature t̄r [21],

top =
tair + t̄r

2
, (1)

(throughout this paper, [ti]=[°C] and [Ti]=[K]). This differs from the exact definition given in the ISO
7726 [19],

top =
hctair + hr t̄r
hc + hr

≡ Atair + (1−A)t̄r , (2)

where the average is weighted by the radiation and convection heat transfer coefficients hr and hc at the
calculation point, as explained in e.g. [15].

Another difference between the analytical solution (that follows the ISO standard) and IDA ICE
consists of a unique way of the latter for computing the mean radiant temperature t̄r. The numerical
software considers the radiator heat flux only on the surfaces that are parallel to the principal calculation
surface; t̄r is then obtained as the average of mean radiant temperatures from the six principal directions,
weighted by the respective view factors.

In contrast, the ISO 7726 prescribes that for each direction one considers the radiator heat flux on
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Figure 3. IDA ICE operative temperatures for a 10-
type radiator and convector in function of the panel
area.

Figure 4. IDA ICE operative temperatures for a 21-
type radiator and convector in function of the panel
area.

both parallel and perpendicular surfaces, calculating the mean radiant temperature [19],

t̄r =
4

√√√√∑6
i=1 βiT

(i)
pr∑6

i=1 βi
− 273.15, (3)

from the plane radiant temperatures T (i)
pr , which are computed from the six surface temperatures T (i)

sj and
the view factors in all the six directions. t̄r is therefore a weighted average over the projected area factors
of a person βi = 0.18, 0.22, 0.30 in the vertical, lateral and frontal directions respectively [19].

Throughout this paper, all the analytical results are calculated with Eqs.(2) and (3), and follow the ISO
standard completely. We will show that top values computed with both methods do not differ remarkably;
however, our conclusions are drawn mostly from the analytical results, to fully comply with ISO 7726
and to account for the full physical processes. The only point in common with IDA ICE consists of the
surface temperatures T (i)

sj , which are written as polynomial interpolations from the data provided by the
software. Since both the definitions of t̄r and top are different, the analytical operative temperatures are
independent of the numerical ones: the interpolations are implemented for having a more general form
of the operative temperature than by using the raw data for the surface temperatures. This way, instead of
calculating top for each point, we can write top = top(x) and obtain more general and predictive results,
which are described in the next section.

3. Results
We first notice, as illustrated in figures 3 and 4, that it is not advisable to assess the performance in
relation to the area only. The top values show that the efficiency varies with height, given the same area.

More importantly, a reference ideal convector (100% convection and 0% radiation) returns the lowest
operative temperature out of the three. It therefore cannot be identified with a hypothetical ”ideal” heater.

Operative temperatures for fixed heights are plotted in figures 5 and 6 for a 10-type and a 21-type
panel radiator, respectively (some values for the 10-type are missing, as it could not reach the required
power output of about 134W). Overall, the numerical and analytical solution do not differ appreciably.
This is mostly evident for the 21-type radiator, while for the 10-type we see a slightly larger difference.
Remarkably, the 10-type is the most performing heater: top values are constantly larger by ∼0.1°C,
approaching for h = 0.9m the air temperature 20°C. Namely, for the study at hand, the 10-type can be
regarded as our ”ideal” radiator.

Furthermore, it comes clearly that for a given width, the top values are linearly distributed along
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Figure 5. Operative temperatures for a 10-type
panel radiator, with h = 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.9m.

Figure 6. Operative temperatures for a 21-type
panel radiator, with h = 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.9m.

different heights h. This can be proven by using an analytical method first introduced in [22]:
interpolating by least squares the operative temperature versus the height for a fixed width, we obtain
the curves listed in Table 2 for both radiators. These can be formally written as

top(h,w) = A(w)h+B(w) , (4)

which returns the operative temperature for any desired height in the range 0.3m ≤ h ≤ 0.9m.
On the other hand, for a given height the top values are not linearly distributed along different widths

w: they actually take the quadratic form

top(h,w) = A(h)w2 +B(h)w + C(h) . (5)

Specifically, as it is shown in Table 3, A(h) < 0 for any height. Since instead top grows linearly as the
width increases (A(w) > 0), this proves rigorously that the operative temperature is more dependent on
the height than on the width, as expected for this situation on physical grounds.

Finally, one can prove that Eqs.(4) and (5) are equivalent, namely by substituting one value for h and
w they return the same top (discrepancy of order ∼ 0.001, around 0.02%).

Further conclusions can be made by means of the analytical solution. As an example, consider the 21-
type radiator. In general, the explicit form of the operative temperature is going to be highly non linear,
but plotting the first derivative Dtop ≡ dtop/dw with respect to the width provides with additional useful
information. Figure 7 shows that while the increase of top with w is generally dropping, this happens
first linearly, until a ”plateau” starts at w ∼1m, ending at about 2m. Here the decrease with w is less
steep, providing a range ∆w where top is optimised with respect to width increase.

In other words, there exist widths which are most advantageous. Investigating the second and third
derivatives D2top ≡ d2top/dw

2 and D3top ≡ d3top/dw
3, we locate the beginning and ending of the

plateau precisely atw = 0.87m andw = 1.86m, respectively. The latter point corresponds to a minimum
of D3top, which identifies a change of concavity in D2top. Moreover, the second derivative also gives
the exact point for which the increase is minimal, at w = 2.736m. Notice how a similar value holds for
h = 0.9m, figure 8.
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Figure 7. First derivative, analytical top for a 21-
type radiator, h = 0.3m.

Figure 8. First derivative, analytical top for a 21-
type radiator, h = 0.9m.

Table 2. Operative temperature top(°C) in function of panel width and height.

10-type 21-type

Height (m) 0.30 −0.0046w2 + 0.0357w + 19.833 −0.0031w2 + 0.0216w + 19.766
0.45 −0.0066w2 + 0.0494w + 19.839 −0.0049w2 + 0.0355w + 19.773
0.60 −0.0069w2 + 0.053w + 19.851 −0.0054w2 + 0.042w + 19.778
0.90 −0.0111w2 + 0.0786w + 19.859 −0.007w2 + 0.0573w + 19.788

Width (m) 0.60 - 0.0593h+ 19.765
0.80 - 0.0773h+ 19.761
1.20 0.1079h+ 19.84 0.0938h+ 19.763
1.60 0.1268h+ 19.842 0.1101h+ 19.764
2.00 0.1404h+ 19.846 0.125h+ 19.764
2.60 0.1489h+ 19.853 0.1408h+ 19.764
3.00 0.1403h+ 19.86 0.1509h+ 19.763

Table 3. Formulas for the coefficients entering Eqs.(4) and (5).

10-type 21-type

A(h) −0.1074h3 + 0.1828h2 − 0.1045h+ 0.0132 −0.0061h− 0.0017
B(h) 0.6012h3 − 1.0361h2 + 0.6114h− 0.0707 0.3025h3 − 0.5728h2 + 0.3929h− 0.0529
C(h) 19.846 0.0741h3 − 0.1444h2 + 0.1233h+ 19.74

A(w) −0.0234w2 + 0.1174w + 3× 10−5 −0.0084w2 + 0.0667w + 0.0254
B(w) 0.0039w2 − 0.0054w + 19.841 19.763

4. Conclusions
In the present study we addressed the performance of 10- and 21-type panel radiators using both an
analytical and a numerical approach, in the search for identification of an ideal radiator. We performed
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a rigorous investigation on the operative temperature sensed by a user sitting in the middle of a test
room of average size, in compliance with the standard CEN TC130. The overall behaviour of operative
temperature top as a function of radiator size and type was determined quantitatively with two different
methods: the numerical simulation software IDA ICE and an analytical computation based on the
standard ISO 7726.

Comparison of the two radiators with an ideal convector providing the same output ∼ 134W shows
that the most performing emitter is the 10-type. For instance, a common panel size with h = 0.6m,
w = 1.6m returns top = 19.83°C and top = 19.92°C resp. for 21- and 10-type, while top = 19.69°C for
the convector.

For larger sizes, the 10-type radiator even reaches 20°C operative temperature, which is equal to the
air temperature. In other words, it constitutes our ”ideal” radiator for the setup considered.

Overall, we found that larger panels provide a higher top, as naturally expected; nevertheless, since the
surface temperature of the panel, with same power output, decreases with size, the operative temperature
grows linearly only with height h. The increment along the width w is instead less pronounced, due to
a negative quadratic term ∝ −w2 in top(h,w). In other words, the performance of radiators is more
sensitive to the height than to the width. The formulas listed in Tables 2 and 3 allow to quantify this
behaviour precisely.

Furthermore, the analytical study highlights various features. The performance increment with larger
panels is evident mostly with 10-type panels, where it approaches a linear behaviour. For the 21-type
radiator we found instead that for small h < 0.6m there is no substantial increase in the operative
temperature for w & 2m. Accordingly, an optimised 21-type panel radiator should lie within this range.
We have thus shown that for smaller h there exists a width interval for which adopting larger panels is
most profitable.

More generally, through our analytical calculation we could highlight a simple predictive method for
computing the operative temperature for any panel size and room configuration, in complete generality.
In particular, this paper provides precise analytical formulas for calculating top for radiators of 10- or
21- type with dimensions 0.3m ≤ h ≤ 0.9m and 1.2m ≤ w ≤ 3m, assuming no back wall losses, in a
room corresponding to the Standard CEN TC130. It would then be very interesting to extend the above
results and method to a more standard situation, e.g. adding back wall losses to assess their impact on
our quantitative results.

Finally, we should remark that this study constitutes only an early attempt in formalizing the heating
performance studies of radiators; it can and should be extended to other types of emitters and to
parametric studies on the more general impact of view factors, room and heater geometry. These should
eventually aim to identify a more general pattern, for practical utility and towards a rigorous definition
of an ideal or benchmark emitter for each relevant case.
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